Effects of Phenytoin and Valproic Acid on Cognitive
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Effects of valproic acid (VPA) and phenytoin (PHT), as monotherapy, on cognitive functions and mood of Thai
epileptic patients were investigated. Thai Mental Status Examination (TMSE) and Alcohol Use Disorder Identification Test
(AUDIT) were used to screen for eligible subjects. Cognitive performance was assessed by neuropsychological tests including
Stroop Color Word Test (SCWT), Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence (WASI®) test, Profiles of Mood States (POMS®)
and Adverse Event Profiles (AEP). Thirty epileptic patients, 15 taking PHT and 15 taking VPA, and 15 age and sex matched
normal comparators were enrolled. In contrast to the effects of VPA, a statistically significant difference in T-score of WASI®similarities and WASI®-matrix reasoning subtests was observed between PHT, and normal comparator group indicating
poorer performance in intellectual functioning especially in executive function of the brain in patients taking PHT. Vigor is the
only mood dimension that demonstrated significant difference between epileptic patients and normal comparators. VPA
appears to be more appropriate than PHT when executive brain function is mostly concerned, however, further investigation
is needed to gain better insight into the effects of AEDs on cognitive domain of the Thai epileptic patients.
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Epilepsy, defined by recurrent seizure, is the
most common neurological disorder with prevalence
of approximately 1%. Principally, pharmacotherapy is
initiated with minimal effective dose of any AED as
monotherapy then, stepwise increases may be required
to achieve complete seizure control or else when
maximal tolerated dose is reached. Failure of monotherapy would subsequently lead to polytherapy by
numerous antiepileptic drugs (AEDs). As most of the
patients have to take medication for life-time, adverse
events from AEDs are unavoidable.
Among conventional AEDs, phenytoin was
approved by USFDA, in 1938, to be used for partial
seizure of all types, generalized tonic-clonic seizure
(GTCS), juvenile myoclonic epilepsy (JME) and benign
febrile convulsion of infancy; however, it is contraindicated in absence seizure. Sodium valproate, a broad
spectrum AED, was approved by USFDA for all types
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of seizure since 1978(1,2). Both phenytoin and sodium
valproate are widely known and extensively used AEDs
in Thailand by the fact that they are available in both
oral and parenteral dosage forms and physicians
are familiar with their efficacy and adverse events(3-5).
Cognitive impairment is a frequently occurring
secondary consequence of epilepsy (6,7). The exact
causes of cognitive impairment in epilepsy have not
been fully explored, but three factors clearly are involved:
etiology, the seizures, and the central side effects of
the antiepileptic drugs treatment. Aldenkamp et al
described that specific subgroups of the chronic
central CNS-related side effects were the cognitive side
effects such as drug-induced impairment of memory,
attention or mental speed(8). Many previous studies
revealed cognitive adverse effects on mental or motor
speed slowing as well as attention deficit in patients
with epilepsy taking carbamazepine, phenytoin, and
phenobarbital. Nevertheless, AEDs may impair
cognitive function, but they also bring about
advantages to cognitive function through their seizure
suppression. Mental functioning of epileptic patients
has long been concerned. During 1950 and 1965, only
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0.2% of 17,771 published articles on epilepsy included
measurement of intellectual function(9). Nowadays,
there are many studies reporting effects of AEDs on
cognition and mood. Study design included
comparison between monotherapy and polytherapy or
between conventional and new AEDs. In general,
conventional AEDs have demonstrated a negative effect
more often than those of the new AEDs. However,
some new AEDs exhibit unique negative adverse
events(10-13). A randomized double-blind crossover
study was used to study adverse events (AEs) of
phenobarbital, phenytoin and sodium valproate as
monotherapy in 75 healthy volunteers for 1 month. It
was found that phenobarbital demonstrated more
negative effects on cognition than that resulted from
sodium valproate that exerted a rather similar profile of
AEs as phenytoin. Furthermore, monotherapy of
carbamazepine was found to produce similar AEs as
did phenytoin in 30 healthy volunteers. A randomized
crossover design study had been reported in AEDs of
carbamazepine and phenytoin monotherapy in 30
healthy volunteers(14,15). In addition, deterioration of
cognitive function was found to be well correlated
with plasma level of AEDs especially in the
concentration higher than therapeutic levels(16,17).
Furthermore, a study in seizure-free epileptic patients
taking monotherapy of AEDs revealed adverse effects
on cognitive function that were reversed after stopping
AEDs(18).
Despite various reports of adverse events of
AEDs, it is rational to strike a balance between seizure
control and the potentially cognitive function adverse
events in epilepsy management. Furthermore, it is
generally appreciated that intellectual assessment plays
an important part in clinical management of
epilepsy(9,19,20). Though there are over million Thai
patients with epilepsy who are continuously taking
AEDs, AED-related cognitive dysfunction has never
been systematically explored. Therefore, it is of interest
to investigate cognitive-related adverse events of
phenytoin and sodium valproate that are strongly
prescribed for Thai epilepsy patients.

who regularly visit Neurology Clinic of Pramongkutklao
Hospital and 15 normal comparators from Pharmacy
Department, Siriraj Hospital. All of them had no known
history of psychiatric illness or drug abuse. Medical
histories were obtained from medical records and
interviews. They were enrolled with the following
inclusion criteria: male or female age between 15-55
years old, normal value of clinical chemistry,
hematology, and urinalysis as well as being literate
person. Scores from the Thai Mental Status Examination
(TMSE) were not less than 23 and scores from the
Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT)
were not more than 8. Understanding study protocol
and agree to participate in the study. In addition, for
patients with epilepsy, they were receiving phenytoin
(Dilantin Kapseal® or Dilantin infatab®) or valproic
acid (Depakine® or Depakine Chrono®) at least 1 month
before an enrollment.
Subjects were excluded from the study by the
following conditions; color-blindness, history of severe
head trauma (both before and after epilepsy onset),
history of status epilepticus or thyroid-related diseases,
known status of progressive neurological disorders,
disability persons, pregnant or nursing mothers.
Neuropsychological tests
The following battery of five neuropsychological tests consisting yielding 17 variables was used
to assess cognitive function of the subjects.

Material and Method
An observational prospective method
approved by The Institutional Review Board (IRB) of
Royal Thai Army Medical Department (Approved No.
Q035h/47) were used in the present study.

Selective attention
Stroop color word test (SCWT) standardized
version which appears to pit an automatic process
(word reading) against a controlled, conscious process
(color naming)(21). Subjects were requested to read word
test cards, Color test card, and Color-word test card,
respectively, down the column and across from the left
column to the right column within 45 seconds. Only
correct items of reading were recorded. The result of
testing consisted of word score (W), color score (C),
and color-word score (CW). A derived interference
score, intended to measure ‘pure’ performance
corrected for all speed, was then calculated (Equation
1-2). The negative value of the interference score
indicates poor performance of selective attention.
Predicted CW = (C x W)/(C + W)_Equation 1
Interference score = CW (from testing)Predicted CW_Equation 2

Enrollment of subjects
Subjects consisted of 30 epileptic patients

Cognitive performance
Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence
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(WASI®; a test consisting of four subtests vocabulary
[VC], block design [BD], similarities [SM], and matrix
reasoning [MR]) was used. Subjects were ordered to
practice following the WASI® instruction under careful
inspection of an investigator. The WASI® gives verbal
and performance intelligence quotients (VIQ, PIQ)(22).
The WASI® VC subtest is a 42-item task. Test
words were orally presented to subjects. The subjects
orally defined definition. Raw score from this part was
converted to vocabulary t-score.
The WASI® BD subtest is a set of 13 modeled
or printed two-dimensional geometric patterns that the
subjects were ordered to replicate within a specified
time limit. Subjects who finished replication at an earlier
time got high scores; raw scores from this part were
converted to block design t-scores.
The WASI® SM subtest is a pair of words
orally presented to the subjects to explain the similarity
between the common objects or concepts of the two
words presented. A raw score from this part was
converted to similarities t-score.
The WASI® MR is a series of 35 incomplete
gridded patterns that the subjects have to complete by
pointing or stating the number of the correct response
from five possible choices, a raw score from this part
was converted to matrix reasoning t-score. Expression
of subjects was also observed and recorded.
Mood and adverse event profile
Mood assessment
Profiles of Mood States (POMS®) (65-item,
self-administering questionnaire of mood state) and
Adverse Event Profile (AEP) (20-item, self-administering
questionnaire of adverse event) were used. POMS® is
a self-administering questionnaire which gives an
information background of a 6 domains of mood status;
tension [T], depression [D], anxiety [A], confusion [C],
fatigue [F], and vigor [V].
Profile of Mood States (POMS®) is an adjective
checklist to access mood. Subjects were ordered to
select the choice that best described their mood in the
blank of POMS®. After finished, a raw of POMS® score
was carried to POMS® standard scoring grid to evaluate
each mood dimension. It gives an individual six mood
dimensions: Total Mood Disturbance (TMD) was
calculated from this equation (Equation 3). The lower
the score obtained in tension, depression, anxiety,
confusion, fatigue, and TMD, the better the
performance(23). The questionnaires of POMS® was
translated into Thai and also approved by Dr. Chulaporn
Kongkaew, Language Institute, Chulalongkorn
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University.
TMD score = (Tension score + Depression
score + Anxiety score + Confusion score + Fatigue
score) - Vigor score_Equation 3
Assessment of adverse event profile
Originally, adverse event profile (AEP) is selfadministering and contains 19 brief items that access
the frequency of a different adverse effect using Liker
scale(19). AEP gives information related to drug-induced
adverse effects especially from AEDs. For proper
evaluation of adverse effects, paresthesia evaluation
was added to an AEP format and the modified AEP was
then objected to reliability test. For AEP, after finished
testing, the number, which subjects chose, will be
summed. The lower the score obtained in AEP, the better
the performance.
Study protocol
Potential patients with epilepsy were recruited
from Neurology Clinic, Pramongkutklao Hospital. Illness
and medication history were obtained by an interview
and from medical records. They underwent a thorough
general physical examination (PE) by physician. TMSE
and AUDIT were administered. Blood and urine samples
were collected for laboratory investigation, eligible
patients were selected according to inclusion and
exclusion criteria and they were enrolled into the study
after the completion of inform consent (D0). On day 0,
subjects were requested for AEs, PE was performed,
blood and urine samples were collected for
investigation. Battery of neuropsychological tests was
administered to the subjects. The same protocol was
applied to a normal comparator group of matched sex
and ages. All processes were performed again on day
28 (visit 1) and day 56 (visit 2). Seizure recurrence
counting was performed on baseline, day 28 and day
56. Radioimmunoassay (RIA) was used for the
determination of plasma level of PHT and VPA.
Statistical analysis
To assure the reliability of test conducting,
verifying of reliability of SCWT, WASI®, POMS®, AEP
was operated. The test-retest technique was used
to verify the reliability of SCWT and WASI® test
conducting. The internal consistency technique,
Cronbach’s alpha, was used to verify the reliability of
POMS®, and AEP test conducting.
The primary analysis was direct comparison
between PHT-treating group versus normal comparator
and VPA-treating group versus normal comparators
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group. A secondary analysis was also performed
comparing PHT-treating versus VPA-treating group.
In consideration of a small sample size (<30) in all
treatment groups, significant differences of cognitive
function between or among them were made by nonparametric statistical analysis namely Kruskal-Wallis
one-way ANOVA test (Kruskal-Wallis H test)(24,25). The
p-value <0.05 was considered statistical significant.
Results
Subjects
Thirty patients with epilepsy and 15 age and
sex were matched with healthy volunteers (normal
comparators) and enrolled in the study. Subjects
consisted of 27 males and 18 females. The average age
of the subjects were 31.13+10.52, 28.13+10.64, and
31.60+8.17 years for normal volunteers, epileptic
patients receiving sodium valproate (VPA group), and
epileptic patients taking phenytoin (PHT group),
respectively. Fifteen patients were taking valproic acid
in the dose range of 250-2,000 mg/day (average
1,020+501.36 mg/day); 15 patients were taking
phenytoin in the dose range of 250-300 mg/day (average
296.67+44.19 mg/day). Almost all (90%) of epileptic
patients were seizure-free during enrollment; moreover
the average blood levels of PHT and VPA were

within therapeutic range (13.44+9.31 mcg/mL for PHT
and 76.39+33.67 mcg/mL for VPA). There was no
significance in TMSE and AUDIT scores among normal
comparators and epileptic patients taking either valproic
acid or phenytoin. Dissimilarity among the subjects
was noted on the level of education in which the
majority of normal comparators group appeared to have
higher education than both groups of epileptic patients
(Table 1).
Reliability of testing
To assure the consistency and validity of
neuropsychological testing, statistical analysis of
results was performed. The data of neuropsychological
testing among three groups in each visit was pooled
and analyzed. The data obtained from analysis exhibited
high reliability in every neuropsychological testing
(Table 2).
Neuropsychological and mood states
Stroop color word test: No statistical
significance in word score, color score or color-word
score was observed among the three groups but for
interference score, there was statistically significant
difference between VPA group and comparators.
WASI ® : According to four T scores of

Table 1. Demographic data of 45 subjects
Description

Normal comparators (n = 15)

Valproic acid (n = 15)

Phenytoin (n = 15)

Sex: male/female
Age1 (year) mean + SD
Education
Bachelor degree
Bachelor degree or higher
Epilepsy type
Generalized-related
Localized-related
Unspecified or N/A
TMSE score (mean + SD)
AUDIT score (mean + SD)
Serum levels of sodium valproate1
and phenytoin2 (mean + SD)
Baseline
Visit 1
Visit 2
Average

9/6 (60%)
33.13+10.52

10/5 (66.67%)
28.13+10.64

8/7 (53.33%)
31.60+8.17

4
11

10
5

11
4

28.80+1.26
0.47+1.81

3
6
6
29.07+1.03
0.47+1.81

5
8
2
28.13+1.96
0+0

-

75.99+36.37
75.50+33.06
77.68+33.85
76.39+33.67

13.25+9.03
14.11+10.10
12.95+9.37
13.44+9.31

TMSE = Thai mental status examination; AUDIT = alcohol use disorder identification test
1
Therapeutic range 50-100 mcg/mL
2
Therapeutic range 10-20 mcg/mL
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Table 2. Results of reliability test of neuropsychological tests
Test

Baseline-visit 1

Visit 1-visit 2

Baseline-visit 2

Stroop-word test#
Stroop-color test#
Stroop-color word test#
WASI®-VC subtest#
WASI®-BD subtest#
WASI®-SM subtest#
WASI®-MR subtest#
POMS® test*
AEP test*

0.920
0.884
0.770
0.988
0.865
0.892
0.769
0.9465
0.8712

0.935
0.867
0.716
0.985
0.935
0.946
0.833
0.9499
0.8304

0.936
0.890
0.835
0.994
0.861
0.876
0.757
0.9505
0.8580

WASI = wechsler abbreviated scale of intelligence; VC = vocabulary; BD = block design; SM = similarities; MR = matrix
reasoning; POMS = profiles of mood state; AEP = adverse events profile
#
verified by test-retest reliability technique, results shown as Pearson’s product moment
* verified by Internal consistency technique, results shown as standardized item alpha
(Data obtained from baseline, visit 1 and visit 2 were pooled data of normal comparator, valproic acid and phenytoingroups
in each visit)

subtests of WASI®, there were only two subtests (SM
and MR) exhibited the statistically significant in T
scores among three groups. In SM subtest, VPA and
PHT group exhibited statistically significant difference
in T scores compared with normal comparators. For
MR subtest, PHT group exhibited statistically
significant difference in T scores compared with VPA
group and comparators.
IQ scores: From four T scores of WASI®
subtest, VIQ, PIQ, FSIQ-4 and FSIQ-2 score were
obtained. VIQ score was a summation of T score of VC
and SM. Whereas, PIQ score was a summation of T
score of BD and MR. In addition, FSIQ-4 score was
obtained by a summation of VIQ and PIQ score but,
FSIQ-2 score was obtained by a summation of T score
of VC and MR. In the present study, there was
statistically significant difference in PIQ, FSIQ-4 and
FSIQ-2 scores between PHT group and normal
comparator (p = 0.001, p = 0.004, and p = 0.012,
respectively). Moreover, the PIQ score of PHT group
was even statistically lower than that of VPA group
(p<0.05). Unlike PHT group, VPA group did not exhibit
any significant differences to normal comparators with
regard to VIQ, PIQ, FSIQ-4, and FSIQ-2.
POMS® score: Among the 3 groups, there were
no significant differences in any of the dimensions of
mood tested except vigor in which the scores obtained
by VPA and PHT group were statistically significant
lower than of normal comparators (p<0.05). However,
the TMD score, which is the net effect of all mood
dimensions, was rather similar among the three groups
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tested (Table 3).
Adverse events evaluation
Modified form of adverse event profile (AEP)
was used as a tool to evaluate adverse events of
subjects during study. The higher the AEP score, the
poorer were the adverse events. There was no statistical
significance in AEP scores among the three groups.
However, there were statistically significant differences
in four sub-items among the three groups in sub-item
analysis (Table 4).
Discussion
Although there are several new generations
of antiepileptic drugs (AEDs) available, conventional
AEDs are mostly prescribed as a first-line agent for
Thai epileptic patients. In consideration of the lack of
data of cognitive dysfunction, which is one of major
concern, especially in long-term seizure control, the
present study was designed to assess cognitive and
mood status of Thai epileptic patients receiving
monotherapy of PHT or VPA, using recommended
neuropsychological tests namely Stroop Color Word
Test (SCWT), WASI® test and POMS® test.
Age and gender-matched normal comparators
were recruited according to the inclusion and exclusion
criteria for the epileptic patients except for the absence
of epilepsy and AEDs. General characteristics of the
subjects in normal comparators, PHT and VPA groups
are rather similar with regard to average age, TMSE,
and AUDIT scores. TMSE is a screening test, to identify
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Table 3. Neuropsychological and mood status of normal comparators and patients taking valproate or phenytoin (n = 15 in
each group)
Test

Normal comparator
(n = 15)

Valproic acid
(n = 15)

Phenytoin
(n = 15)

Word score of SCWT
Color score of SCWT
Color-word score of SCWT
Interference score of SCWT
T score of VC
T score of BD
T score of SM
T score of MR
VIQ
PIQ
FSIQ-4
FSIQ-2
Tension score
Depression score
Anxiety score
Confusion score
Fatigue score
Vigor score
TMD score

94.73+9.46
72.91+13.02
39.16+8.67
-1.64+6.04
51.22+12.86
49.60+10.00
48.91+9.59
49.51+9.93
100.18+17.27
99.18+11.43
99.62+13.38
101.29+15.91
14.76+5.60
16.87+13.77
14.78+10.39
12.36+6.15
9.24+7.02
20.51+4.46
47.49+42.68

92.87+9.69
70.42+11.94
42.67+8.38
2.86+4.64
47.71+16.21
50.87+9.18
42.20+11.74
44.33+12.04
92.67+19.64
95.69+12.92
94.60+16.20
94.29+18.24
13.40+0.78
13.42+8.16
14.13+10.41
10.87+3.76
9.38+6.36
17.49+4.29
42.78+28.49

90.04+15.51
66.76+14.71
38.40+13.9.21
0.36+5.60
48.33+15.98
46.71+10.07
42.13+10.59
37.91+12.63
93.71+18.82
88.31+14.81
89.93+16.67
89.98+19.11
13.67+5.72
19.38+12.12
15.11+8.45
12.53+5.58
11.40+6.46
15.62+4.69
56.36+32.25

SCWT = stroop color word test; VC = vocabulary; BD = block design; SM = similarities; MR = matrix reasoning; VIQ =
verbal IQ; PIQ = performance IQ; FSIQ = full scale IQ; TMD = total mood disturbance

active dementia status, presently practiced in
Thailand(26). Therefore, the mental status of each group
is rather similar and so is the status of alcohol
consumption as indicated by approximately the same
score of AUDIT.
Attention status of epileptic patients was
evaluated by Stroop Word Color Test which is generally
known as the gold standard of research for attention(27).
It has been widely used in many randomized control
trials to assess selective attention status and inhibition
capacity of the brain. Inhibition capability is an executive
function of the frontal lobe. Therefore, the score from
this test reflect frontal lobe function. Based on the
results that there were no significant differences in word
tests, color tests and color-word tests, was noted among
the three groups studied; attention-related
performances of the three groups should be
approximately of the same magnitude. Meador and
colleagues who conducted study comparing cognitive
effects of phenobarbital (PB), PHT and VPA in normal
volunteers, have previously reported similar SCWT
scores of PHT and VPA. PB produced the worst
performance, whereas PHT and VPA were not different
from each other(15). WASI® is a neuropsychological
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tool, which was developed in an effort to establish a
reliable short form of measuring intellectual functioning
across lifespan(28). It has been used to access cognition
in traumatic brain injury (TBI), as well as in heart failure
patients(29,30). In the present study, no difference in VIQ
(VC+SM) scores was noted among the three groups
tested. As VIQ measures individual’s expressive
vocabulary, verbal knowledge as well as crystallized
and general intelligence (22) , it is apparent that
disturbance of PHT and VPA on these parameters is
minimal. VIQ is composed of VC and SM. VC was the
component, which was rather similar across the three
groups tested whereas significant difference was
detected on SM. Therefore, it is implied that difference
in SM subtest, which measures abilities to see
similarities between objects and situations, could be
offset by ability to express vocabulary, and fund
information, which is measured by VC. Decline of VIQ
in pre-surgery pharma-co-resistant patients with
epilepsy compared with normal population has been
reported by Roswell et al(31). Though pharma-coresistant patients are generally known to be almost
always on polytherapy (32,33) , unfortunately, no
information on number of medications used by those
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Table 4. Sub-items ofadverse event profiles of normal comparators and patients taking valproate or phenytoin
Average score of sub-items
(mean + SD)

Normal comparators
(n = 15)

Valproic acid
(n = 15)

Phenytoin
(n = 15)

p-value

Unsteadiness
Tiredness
Restlessness
Feeling of aggression
Nervousness and/or agitation
Headache
Hair loss
Skin problems e.g. rash, acne
Double or blurred vision
Upset stomach
Difficulty in concentrating
Trouble with mouth or gum
Shaky hands
Weight gain
Dizziness
Sleepiness
Depression
Memory problems
Disturbed sleep
Paresthesia

1.78+1.06
2.33+0.98
2.47+1.14
1.78+0.97
1.58+0.78
1.91+0.97
1.56+0.92
1.91+1.20
1.62+0.94
1.62+0.68
2.11+0.80
1.84+1.04
1.31+0.63
1.58+0.92
1.56+0.81
2.16+1.00
1.53+0.73
2.09+0.79
1.84+1.11
1.18+0.39

1.87+0.97
2.40+1.07
2.09+0.92
1.67+0.90
1.29+0.55
1.76+0.93
1.29+0.59
1.36+0.71
1.33+0.77
1.78+0.88
2.49+1.14
1.44+0.72
2.47+1.29
1.27+0.62
1.56+0.81
2.58+1.14
1.71+0.97
2.40+1.03
1.96+1.17
1.33+0.74

1.73+0.99
2.27+1.12
1.64+0.96
1.89+0.96
1.47+0.66
1.80+0.89
1.27+0.65
1.44+0.81
1.22+0.42
1.44+0.66
2.27+1.18
1.44+0.66
1.82+1.11
1.18+0.49
1.33+0.56
2.38+1.07
1.69+0.87
2.69+1.04
1.84+0.95
1.29+0.69

0.720
0.824
<0.001
0.464
0.174
0.719
0.044
0.044
0.053
0.147
0.331
0.096
<0.001
0.028
0.416
0.203
0.737
0.018
0.899
0.791

patients was reported thereby. Hence, it is not justified
to compare the results.
PIQ (BD+MR) measures individual’s ability
to manipulate mentally abstract symbols, perceptual
organization, general intelligence, and to perceive
the relationship among them while, FSIQ-4 (VC+BD
+SM+MR) represents complete dimension of VIQ and
PIQ. In addition, FSIQ-2 (VC+MR) represents only some
dimension of VIQ and PIQ(22). In the present study, we
found that PHT group exhibited poorer performances
in PIQ, FSIQ-4 and FSIQ-2 than normal comparators
group. Furthermore, the PIQ score of PHT group
was even statistically lower than that of VPA group.
Unlike PHT group, VPA group did not demonstrate
any significant differences to normal comparators
with regard to PIQ, FSIQ-4, and FSIQ-2. Apparently,
intellectual function seemed to be adversely affected
by the administration of PHT than VPA, which exhibited
intellectual scores comparable to those of normal
comparators. In the present study, statistically
significant differences between normal comparators
and PHT was found on Matrix Reasoning (MR) task
which is the component shared by PIQ, FSIQ-4, and
FSIQ-2 thus, performance on MR seemed to be the
domain that was obviously affected by PHT. MR
subtest of WASI® has been accepted as the test that
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can detect a deficit in working memory dual task
processing, which is a part of executive function of the
brain(34). Therefore, it is suggestive that the intellectual
function adversely affected by PHT involves executive
function of the brain. Lower performance in the
cognitive domain of speed motor, which could involve
a higher cortical information processing system has
been reported in patients with epilepsy receiving
PHT(8,35). In animal models, there were much evidence
to demonstrate disruption in spatial working memory
of the animals in a water-maze paradigm and
hippocampal function was suggested to be the one
that was affected or cause disturbance on learning and
memory of the animals in the elevated plus maze model.
Moreover, in the same study PHT exhibited induction
of oxidative stress as evaluated by brain malondialdehyde. PHT-induced cognitive dysfunction may be
the summation of various disruptions in the brain(36,37).
In human, there was a case report about adverse
cognitive effects of PHT in severe brain injury and
cognitive deficits (e.g. time and place disorientation,
very poor semantic episodic and anterograde memory)
were improved dramatically following withdrawal of
PHT(38,39). Mechanisms of action of AEDs may be a
contributing factor in AEDs-induced cognitive
dysfunction. AEDs, which involve in GABA enhance-
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ment, are known to cause cognitive dysfunction e.g.
short-term benzodiazepines taking in healthy volunteers
which produced sedation, psychomotor slowing,
anterograde amnesia and difficulties in learning new
materials; however, various confounding factors can
influence this phenomenon(7).
Mood disorders especially as a co-morbid
finding in epileptic patients have become increasingly
recognized as a serious health concern(40-42). In addition
to their effects on cognitive function, most AEDs are
considered to have a mood-modulating effect and
some are currently used in mood affective disorder.
Theoretically, VPA is considered to have negligible
negative effects on mood in epileptic patients.
Conversely, PHT may provoke behavioral problems
other than depression, such as schizophrenia-like
psychosis at high serum levels and in the context of a
toxic syndrome(43,44). Using POMS®, which is one of
most frequently used neuropsychological test to assess
mood, Meador et al demonstrated mood dimension that
differed between normal comparators with and without
AEDs(14,15). Anger, vigor, fatigue, and confusion were
the dimensions that differed whereas tension and
depression are rather similar. However, the present study
found that vigor score was the only mood dimension
that differed among the three groups. Normal
comparators had vigor score better than both groups
of epileptic patients, whereas, vigor score of PHT and
VPA groups were not statistically different from each
other.
According to previous work of Elixhauser et
al (1999), attention and language have been found to
be affected by mood(45). In the present study, VPA,
which demonstrated significant difference in vigor
scores from normal volunteers, exhibited no differences
in VIQ, PIQ, FSIQ-4, and FSIQ-2 of WASI ® in
comparison to normal volunteers. It is, thus, likely that
operational mood, when the study was conducted,
did not strongly affect the results observed in WASI®.
However, numerous limitations on methodological
issues of evaluating mood effects of AEDs do exist
and that may account for controversial or inconclusive
outcomes of some studies as well as disparity of the
results between different studies(46). Though the total
score of adverse events, which were assessed by AEP,
showed no significant difference among the three
groups, the present study did demonstrate the adverse
effects of PHT on cognitive function when assessed
by WASI®. Analysis of sub-items of AEP indicated
that PHT demonstrated significant higher scores in
restlessness and memory problems than normal
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comparators, whereas VPA significantly exhibited
tremor (shaky hands). Surprisingly, normal comparators
had more problems with weight gain than both groups
of epileptic patients.
Therefore, more attention is required in
prescribing AEDs if cognitive function is the major
concern in treating epilepsy. Based on the results of
the present study, VPA is the drug to choose rather
than PHT when cognitive function is an important
concern. This finding is in line with previous
reports(47,48). On the other hand, it should be noted
that the average dose of PHT used by the patients in
the present study was rather high (296.67+44.19 mg/
day), whereas the average dose of VPA was rather
low (1,020+501.36 mg/day) and might affect the
performances observed(49). Though cognitive adverse
effects of AEDs is a great concern for patients taking
AEDs for a long period of time, AEDs, which negatively
affected cognitive performances such as PB, was
commonly used in low- and middle-income countries
depending on risk to benefit ratio of their respective
available AEDs(50,51).
Taken all together, the present study
demonstrated that while no significant effect of PHT
and VPA was observed on attention and verbal
knowledge, cognitive deficits are more common in Thai
epileptic patients receiving PHT than in the general
population. Comparatively, PHT was found to have
adversely affected intelligence especially those dealing
with executive function than did VPA. Cognitive deficits
are multi-factorial in etiology, ranging from biologic
factors, such as type of epilepsy, age of onset, and
therapeutic interventions that may adversely affect
epileptic patients(7,35). Although epilepsy per se may
cause cognitive problems, treating epilepsy is
necessary and by itself may resolve or alleviate the
cognitive and behavioral deficits of the disease.
Therefore, epileptic treatment should be tailored to the
individual patient with potential risks in mind. The
superior method of assessment of AEDs-induced
cognitive dysfunction and mood disorder is before and
after study design. However, there are many limitations
such as timing, costs, newly diagnosed epileptic
patients, and an appropriate matched normal volunteer
availability. Therefore, the method which mentioned
above cannot be conducted. As a first study of its
kind, the results of the present study call for further
investigation with before and after prospective study
design with a well matched population to gain further
insight into cognitive ability and mood status of Thai
epileptic patients taking certain AEDs.
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Conclusion
The present study is the first report on the
effects of VPA and PHT on cognitive performances
and mood status of Thai epileptic patients. In
comparison to normal comparator, VPA or PHT had no
effect on selective attention or attention-related
performances of epileptic patients. However, while VPA
showed rather similar profile of cognitive performances
to those of normal comparator group, significantly
poorer intellectual functioning especially brain
executive function was demonstrated in PHT group.
Vigor is the only mood dimension that demonstrated
significant difference between epileptic patients and
normal comparator. VPA appears to be more appropriate
than PHT when executive brain function is mostly
concerned; however, further investigation is needed
to gain better insight into the effects of AEDs on
cognitive domain of the Thai epileptic patients.
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